
Accelerating Software Delivery: HCL Accelerate 
analyzes data from your entire DevOps toolchain to 
manage metrics like cycle and lead time, deployment 
frequency, and flow while Identifying bottlenecks that 
cause long delays. 

Operationalizing Governance: Compliance becomes 
second nature with automated and manual governance 
capabilities that build governance requirements into 
engineering workflows. 

Making teams faster: Automate traceability, remove 
manual work, and identify bottlenecks that slow down 
delivery. Always have a pulse on development and ditch 
the status update meetings to dedicate time to 
high-impact meetings. 

Reducing Costs & Growing Revenue: Grow your 
revenue with insights into IT’s impact on business 
value with end-to-end visibility of your entire 
development pipeline.  

Ensuring DevOps Visibility: Connecting your entire 
DevOps toolchain provides insights into every team and 
product across the organization, regardless of their 
methodology, governance, and toolset. 

Achieving Business Goals: Keep your enterprise 
teams coordinated and on track with increased 
collaboration, project visibility, and better resource 
management.  

HCL Accelerate provides visibility into the entire software 
development lifecycle process to enable faster delivery times. 
The platform integrates with di!erent tools within the DevOps 
toolchain and gathers insights, identifies bottlenecks, and 
automates release processes by bringing all DevOps data 
together. 
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About HCL Software
HCL Software, a division of HCL Technologies (HCL) develops, markets, sells, and supports over 30 product families in the areas of Customer Experience, Digital 
Solutions, DevSecOps, and Security and Automation. HCL Software is the cloud native solution factory for enterprise software and powers millions of apps at more 
than 20,000 organizations, including over half of the Fortune 1000 and Global 2000 companies. HCL Software's mission is to drive ultimate customer success with 
its IT investments through relentless product innovation. please visit www.hcltechsw.com

Benefits & Value  

Value stream visualization: Leverage your value stream with fully interactive, customizable, real-time value stream mapping and visualization that makes 
work measurable.

Data-driven optimization: With this unprecedented view into your DevOps data, you can make better decisions for budgeting, releases, and strategy 
through flexible dashboards and reports.

Pipeline and release orchestration: Achieve continuous delivery at your pace by leveraging HCL Accelerate’s cross-application pipeline and release 
management features to define delivery patterns that are automatic, on-demand, or somewhere in between.

Capabilities

Automated governance: Integrate quality and security data, such as HCL ASoC application vulnerability policies, into your CI/CD pipeline with smart 
gating logic using robust rule criteria.

Customizable for your toolchain: No matter the combination of SDLC tools, HCL Accelerate can handle it with our free and expanding plugin ecosystem. 
Do not see a report, metric, or plugin required for your team? Then utilize our expansive API and toolkit to import data through a custom metric or 
build-your-own plugin.
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